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in addition, cherish has a myspace page (www.cherish.myspace.com) and a facebook page (www.facebook.com/cherishmusic). a real love cd as well as some of the group's music videos are available at the real love merchandise page . upcoming hits, scheduled for release in september, have already seen the light of day on radio stations around the u.s.
"believe me" is the first single and has received airplay in over 100 markets. "believe me" is being positioned as a summer hit. it also has a live r&b feel to it with its guitar driven beats that you don't find on a lot of other r&b. the song is about a girl who refuses to believe that the man she loves has been cheating on her. all she can believe is that he will

come back to her. "i'm going to try" is another great summer pick, a heartfelt, positive love song that allows the girls to hit notes of pure heartache and hurt but are eager to find comfort. all four sisters have been quietly working on their own projects in the industry. they are not fighting back against the system like other girls and women have. instead they
are quietly breaking through and truly taking advantage of the opportunities in front of them. they are not a band that just climbed over other groups. they are a group that took the name cherish and turned into a powerhouse. that is something you can be proud of. when the entire family is at the table, ask your daughter to toss and serve the salad. ask

your son to slice the garlic bread. place the enticing lasagna in the center of the table, but hold the serving spoon firmly in your hand. tell your children they will not be able to eat until they place the bundt cake training aids around their wrists. hold firm in the face of their complaints. explain how rude it is to place ones elbows on the table. turn a deaf ear to
their foul language. after their pointless arguing is done, watch them put on the training aids. see how nicely the bundt cakes hook on the table edge, their elbows discreetly lowered as a result. watch their hands move airily as they struggle to grasp their utensils. cherish this intimate family setting. sit back and enjoy your meal.
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the patience ive been shown will never go unappreciated. as well as the help ive received from my teachers, the bonds ive created with them ill cherish forever. whatever i had going on in my life, mrs. cardillo and mrs. hiltunen would always lend an ear during a free period and check up on me continually. in a recent exclusive video interview with mtv,
cherish remembers when her mother told her that being in show business would never be a part of their lives. a few years later, they all were recording for their debut album, unappreciated. in the video, the girls reminisce about the recording process, their mother, and their relationship, which has since been strained. cherish, their debut album from 2002,
is celebrating its 15th anniversary this month, making it one of the decade's biggest releases. the four sisters have been through a lot of ups and downs, but their parent's love and support has remained steady. in this exclusive video, the girls discuss their 15 years of being together. the sisters were determined to make their mom proud. after the release of
cherish, their parent's relationship started to change. in this exclusive video, the sisters talk about their mother's reaction to their debut album. the sisters were determined to make their mom proud. after the release of cherish, their parent's relationship started to change. in this exclusive video, they talk about how their mother has helped them through it
all. the sequel to the first cherish studio album, cherish: the truth was released in 2008, proving that the twins were far from being estranged from their sisters. the album had more of the same production that the first album had which lead to the group receiving little attention despite the fact they were featured on the bet series the encore which showed

their current success. 5ec8ef588b
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